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U. S. BOARD ON GEOGRAPHIC NAMES TRANSLITERATION SYSTEM

* Block Italic Transliteration Block Italic Transliteratiot,
A a A a A, a P p P p R, r

S 6 B 6 B, b C c C c S, s

B Be V v Tr m T,t

F r" r G, g Y y y y U, u

B D, d 0D 0 F, f

E e E 8 Ye, ye; E, e* X x X X Kh, kh

) )N , Zh, zh Li L% Ts, ts

3 3 3 Z, z LA Hi Ch, ch

fW U I, i W w sl w Sh, sh
1 R 0 Y, y u4 L9 l X Shch, shch

K R K, k b

J7 A L,I h1 r Y, y

M A M,m bb b
H H H - N, n 3 1 a E, e

0 o 0 o O,o H. 0 A0 0 Yu, yu
n n 17 M P, p R F1 a, Ya, ya

*ye initially, after vowels, and after -, b; e elsewhere.
When written as 4 in Russian, transliterate as y4 or e.

RUSSIAN AND ENGLISH TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS

Russian English Russian English Russian English

sin sin sh sinh arc sh sinh-{

cos cos ch cosh arc ch cosh-
tg tan th tanh arc th tanh -
ctg cot cth coth arc cth coth .
sec sec sch sech arc sch sech-
cosec csc csch csch arc csch csch-C

Russian English

rot curl
lg log

GRAPHICS DISCLAIMER

All figures, graphics, tables, equations, etc. merged into this

translation were extracted from the best quality copy available.
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FLIGHT OPERATION MANUAL FOR THE Mi-8 HELICOPTER

Ministry of Civil Aviation

B. Bugayev, Minister of Civil Aviation

Approved by A. Semenkov, Deputy Minister of Civil Aviation

Chapter 2.

Operational Limitations

2.1. Based on meteorological conaitions

2.1.1. It is-permittea to operate the helicopter up to a temper-

ature of the outside air of -500 C under conditions of low temperatures,

and up to +40oC under conditions of high temperatures.

2.1.2. When carrying out flights the following minimum values are

established in respect to height of the cloud cover and horizontal

visibility (respectively) in meters:

(table on following page]

2.1.3. Flights under conditions of icing at night and with a

temperature of the outside air below minus 12°C are forbidden.
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Table la

B IAI , 6 IWAa CTOpfj .RU A NV 0 CTuOPO

I ,TpaHcnopT. . IS -00 OA 00

Hu lr)X. 0 IXI0030X0C300X3000 400X4000
lTe~oeox, 100000 100X I000 30X0€300X3.'000 404O

m ed KO 
" U T ANHee'r,-,m ahamb.

bKCrTpenIIOi ,

uejznurncxoft,
nlOMOUtlH II
aaapAHo-

cnacareAh~bt .pa6oHe 1OOX 2000 IOOx 300 200X2000 30 16000 400 x400000Tpe0pox 3000 3OX0 00

Key: (1) Type of flights; (2) Hauling; (3) Training flights for !

hauling; (4) Emergency flights for rendering special medical help and

emergency rescue operations; (5) Training flights for the latter;

(b) PVP; j

(7) PPP; "

(8) drive in transit of VPP or landing system;

(9) drive not in transit of VPP;
(10) daytim~ie; (11) at night.

2.2. Based on weights and centering.

2.2.1. Maximum take-off weight of helicopter, kg - 12,000."!

2.2.2. Maximum take-off weight of helicopter with a load on the
outside suspension, kg - 11,000. 3

2.2.3. Maximum number of passengers - 28.

2.2.4I. Maximum permissible weight of transportable load inside

tfuselage, kg - 4,000.

2.2.5. Maximum permissible centerings of the helicopter, mm:

in the passenger version with baggage:

forward (in front of axis of rotation of main rotor) - +370

rear (behind the axis of rotation of main rotor) - -80

in all the remaining versions:
front - +370; rear - -30.
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2.3. Based on flight data and maneuverability.

2.3,1. Horizontal flight, climbing, motor gliding and gliding

in the mode of autorotation of the main rotor are permitted in the

N following range of instrument speeds, km/h:

Table 2.

U8CMMb1MG* ANfyYMIaMAN
WAC I 10 K

IIAOIIYC lllE

- 11100 -ge ~

MUMw o 2502360
500 250 230 60

1000 250 230 60
2000 215 195 60
3000 185 155 60
4000 150 120 80

k4500 135 - 100

* See point 2.3.4.

Key: (1) Flight altitude, m; (2) Maximum permissible speed;

(3) Minimum permissible speed; (4) with a weight of no more than

11,100 kg; (5) with a weight greater than 11,100 kg; (b) Over 40 from

the ground.

2.3.2. Flights at low altitudes over terrain are permitted at

instrument speeds of:

- 0-80 km/h at altitudes from 0 to 10 m;

- 60-150 km/h at altitudes from 10 to 40 m.

2.3.3. Hops and shifting of the helicopter at altitudes less

than 10 m are carried out at speeds up to 20 km/h (without going into

the vibration mode) with a calculation of velocity and direction of the

wind.

2.3.4. In the range of altitudes of 10-200 m hovering, vertical

climb and vertical descent are permitted when:

- transporting loads on external suspension;

- taking off and landing in areas which are limited by high obsta-
cles;

- carrying out emergency rescue operations;

- rendering emergency medical aid.

3.



2.3.5. Flights at low altitudes over strongly broken terrain

(ravines, etc.) are made at altitudes of no less than 20 m above the

relief of the terrain and at instrument speeds of no less than 60 km/h.

2.3.b. Maximum permissible speed of horizontal flight with the i

rear doors of the freight compartment half open (when transporting blades

for the main rotor and other long loads) is 16o km/h instrument speed.

2.3.7. Turns and hovering are made with an angular velocity of'

no more than 12 deg/s (complete revolution during rotation no less than

30 s).

Rotation is terminated in no less than 3 or 5 s depending on the

regulation of the maximum angle of rotation of the blades of the t.il

propeller, respectively 180 or 210.

2.3.8. Turns in hovering at the ground are permitted for 3b0 0

with a wind speed of no more than 5 m/s and for 900 from the direction

of a head wind with a wind speed of no more than 10 m/s.

2.3.9. Acceleration and shutdown of the main rotor, and also hov-

ering, take-off and landing of the helicopter are permitted at the

following wind speeds and directions:

Table 3
n a IIonycTII., CXOPOCTb OWonMyTr.- CXOpOCTb

Hanp. -~apa apli pacxpyU 1eTPA npip UAeTe. noCA*
S pa 'H OC OSK. ,ecyuelo I G. *IICSKIIH ii noaC..eiax.

tra(9j SUM~r. M/IC ua

&CnePW 20 20

Key: (1) Direction of wind; (2) Permissible wind speed during accel-

eration and shutdown of main rotor, m/s; (3) Permissible wind speed

during take-off, landing, hovering and hopping, m/s; (4) From the

front; (5) From the side [crossed out and an illegible entry madeJI

(6) From the rear.

2.3.10. Turns and hoverings are permitted in the entire range of

permissible speeds:

- with a flight weight of no more than 11,100 kg, with a bank of

no more than 300;

- with a flight weight of no more than 11,100 kg and on flights

with the autopilot on and on instruments, with a bank of no more than

150.



2.3.11. Turns in the mode of autorotation of the main rotor are

permitted with a bank of no more than 200.

2.3.12. Maximum permissible revolutions of the main rotor in a

time of no more than 30 s (in 5 on indicator) is 103% and In the mode

of idling for no more than 5 s - 105%.

2.3.13. Minimum permissible revolutions of the main rotor is 89%

(on the indicator).

2.3.13. [illegible]

When carrying forced and training landings with a short run with

one and two engines not operating it is permitted at low altitude near

the ground, directly before touchdown (with cutting of the pitch of

the main rotor), to drop the revolutions of the main rotor to 70% on

the indicator for no more than 15 s [illegible entry].

2.3.14. The altitude channel of the AP-34B autopilot is turned

on in horizontal flight at an altitude of no lower than 50m.

2.3.15. Commercial flights over water are permitted with flight

weights which ensure flight without descent in the case of failure

(turning off) of one of the engines and the use of the take-off mode

of the operating engine. Take-off weight of the helicopter is calcu-

lated in such a manner that in the case of a hop to the edge of the

water the flight weight would not exceed the magnitude of flight weight

determined using the chart in Figure 38.

2.3.16. In the case of development of low-frequency vibrations

of the helicopter in flight turn off the autopilot, with a smooth move-

ment of the control elements switch the helicopter to another mode, on

which these vibrations are absent, and continue flight. Balance the

helicopter and turn on the autopilot.

Best Available Copy
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2.4. Based on modes of' operation of the power plant.
2.4.1. The maximum permissible measured parameters of' operation

of the engines at all altitudes and flight~speeds should be no higher

than:

T able 4
ITeunepalrypa ns DOPeA I '4n~ao. o6oporou

Petemm M jrPP61ROA Nounpemcoa. HUrn xowipeccopa,

@Baaersu. 880 ('up pao e J. em 101

05 Howunub. As immeS 875)
ShAh 860 100

Q61eacep 810 98
sa 8006 64,0 !'-

Key: (1) Modes; (2) Temperature of' gas before the compressor turbine,

,C (no more than); (3) Number of' revolutions of compressor turbine,

%; (4) Take-off; (5) Rated; (6) Cruising; (7) Idling; (8) when

operating on the ground no more than 875.

2.4.2. Guaranteed lifetime of the engine (with a calculation of

20% operation on the ground) and the main reduction gear up to the first

overhaul or repair and calendar period of service are indicated in the

logbooks for the engine and reduction gear.

2.4.3. Permis'pible time of' operation of .the engine and reduction

gear during lifetime (in % of lifetime):

7.



in take-off mode - 5%

in rated mode - 40%

in cruising mode - without limitation

reduction gear from one engine - 10% (5% from each).

2.4.4. Permissible time of continuous operation of the engine,

no more than, min:

in take-off mode - 6

in rated mode - 60

in cruising mode - without limitation

in idle - 20.

2.4.5. Minimum permissible time between repeated passings into

the take-off or rated modes after a continuously developed maximum

permissible time - 5 min.

2.4.6. In the case of failure of one engine in flight the contin-

uous operation of the other engine and main reduction gear in the take-

-off mode is permitted for one hour.

Caution. The engine and main reduction gear are subject to

removal from the helicopter after a single use in this mode.

2.4.7. The minimum temperature of the outside air for 24 hours
preceding start-up, at which it is permitted to start up without warming

up:

- intermediate and tail reduction gears - 300C
- engines, main reduction gear, bushing of the main and tail

rotors and the automatic misalignment device - 400C.

2.4.8. Maximum measured temperature of gases before the compressor

turbine during start-up of the engine no higher than 6000C.

2.4.9. Permissible values of operational parameters for operation

of the engines:

oil pressure, kg/cm 2 :

on idle - no lower than 2

in cruising, rated and take-off modes - 3.5+0.5;

oil temperature on output, OC:

minimum for start-up without warming up the engine - -40

minimum for passing to modes higher than idling - 30

minimum for prolonged operation in modes no lower than cruising

- 70

maximum - 125.

8.



24.10. Mode variability of operation of the engines in steady-

-state modes, from cruising and higher, should not exceed in % the

difference of revolutions of the turbocompressors:

- without triggering the limiters - 2%;
- without triggering the limiter of degree of increase of pressurer

in the turbocompressor (in revolutions, reduced to standard conditions

and equal to 102-104%) - 4%;

- with triggering of the limiter of temperature of gases - 3%.
During operation of the engines in modes below cruising or in

nonsteady-stage modes the difference in revolutions of the turbocom-

pressors of the engines is not regulated.

2.U.11. Permissible values of operational parameters of operation

of the main reduction gear:

oil pressure, kg/cm2 :

- in idling mode - no lower than 0.5,

- in flights with slipping temporarily - no less than 2.5,

- in the remaining modes - 3.5+0.5;

oil temperature at entrance to reduction gear in all modes, OC:

- maximum - 90,

- minimum, permitting passing from idle to mode operation - -15,
- minimum permissible during prolonged operation - 30.

2.4.12. Maximum temperature of oil in the tail and intermediate

reduction gears no more than 120 0C.

[illegible insertions: 2.3.16 and 2.7.1.]

Best Available Copy
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2.5. Based on dimensions of the flight strips.

2.5.1. The minimum dimensions of flight strips of permanent and
temporary airfields and landing areas for take-offs and landing should

be, m:

- with a short take-off run and landing run - 180x60;

- by the helicopter method with the use of the influence of an

"air cushion" - 120x60;

- by the helicopter method without using the influence of the

"air cushion" - 60x60.

2.5.2. The minimum dimensions of the prepared (planed) operating

site of airfields and sites for take-offs and landings wih;.a short

take-off run and landing run should comprise 150x30 m, and for take-offs

and landings using the helicopter method at permanent airfields -

30x30 m, and at temporary - I0xiO m; in this case the minimum width

of the unprepared safety zone (with a height of obstacles no greater

than 0.5 m), surrounding the operating site, should comprise 15 m.

2.5.3. The minimum dimensions of landing sites located on the

tops of mountainds, saddles and terraces with open approaches in the

direction of take-off and making it possible to make take-offs and land-

ings using the helicopter method with the influence of the "air cushion"

should comprise IOx30 m. The minimum excess of such a site over the

general relief of the terrain to the side of take-off should comprise

300 m, and the minimum distance of the site up to obstacles - 500 m.

2.5.4. The operating site of airfields and landing sites, intended

for take-offs and landings of helicopters, should have a soil strength

of no less than 3 kg/cm 2 and slopes no greater than 0.03 - longitudinal,

0.02 - transverse.

2.5.5. Take-off-and.Rg [crossed out in original] platforms should

have dimensions of no less than 25x20 m.

The construction of the base of the platforms (piles, stringers,

beams) is calculated for a concentrated load of 24 t and checked for

temporary loads, developing as a result of strong snowfall or the sim-

ultaneous presence on the platform of the helicopter, the technical

personnel servicing .it, passengers, loads, movable means of mechaniza-

tion and loading transport.

The planking (cover) of the platform is calculated for a concen-

trated load of 9 t, acting on a square area with dimensions 28x28 cm.

10.



2.6. Based on aerial approaches.

2.6.1. When ascending and approaching for a landing it is permitted
to fly over obstacles with a clearance of no less than 10 m, and over

aircraft and helicopters which are found on the cround, no less than

45 m [25 crossed out in original).

2.6.2. When making take-offs and landings with a short take-off
and landing run or by means of the helicopter method with the use of

the influence of the "air cushion," the aerial approaches of the air-

field or site up to an altitude of 150 m should be open or have obsta-
cles with a slope anngle of the conditional plane of limitation of ob-

stacles in the direction of take-off (landing) of no more than 1/10 at

a distance up to 100 m from the end of the site with a length of 180

or 120 m respectively, further the slope tangent of the conditional

plane should be no more than 1/8.

The slope tangent of the conditional side plane of limitation of

obstacles should comprise no more than 1/2.

2.6.3. When making take-offs and landings using the helicopter
method without using the influence of the "air cushion," around a site

with the dimensions 60x60 m the aerial approaches can have obstacles

with a maximum slope tangent of the conditional plane of limitation of

obstacles in the direction of take-off (landing) no greater than 1/2

and no greater than 1/1 from the lateral sides.

2.7.. With flights with a load on an external suspension.

2.7.1. The maximum take-off weight of a helicopter with a suspen-

sion (including the weight of the load on the external suspension) is
11,000 kg.

2.7;.'2. The maximum weight of the load, transpcrted on an external

suspension, is 2500 kg.

2.7.3. The maximum permissible flight speed of the helicopter
when transporting a load on an external suspension is 250 km/h.

Warning..When operating an external suspension with the 8AT-9600-I

cable with a diameter of 13 mm (on helicopters with the plant numbers
No.1010 through No 1012) while transporting a load with a weight more.

than 2000 km the maximum flight speed is 150 km/h.

11.



Note. The behavior of a load on an external suspension is determ-

ined mainly by its weight, aerodynamic shape and method of slinging.

Therefore the extent of the permissible flight speed in each spe-

cific case will depend on the behavior of ihe load during its transport,

on an external suspension.

2.7.4. The vertical speed of the helicopter at the moment of

tightening of the suspension cable and separation of the load from the

ground should not exceed 0.1 m/s.

2.7.5. Turns and hops at the ground with a load on an external

suspension in the case of a take-off weight of more than 10,500 kg are

prohibited.

In this case hovering and take-off with a load on the external sus-

pension are made strictly against the wind.

2.7.6. It is permitted to switch to flight with forward speed if

during hovering the distance from the load to the ground is no less than!

3 m.
2.7.7. Flights IR-eleude with a load on an external suspension

a~e-ppe)4b& ed [crossed out in original, hand-written entry illegible].

2.8. During flights in mountains.

2.8.1. Flights in mountainous terrain are made in accordance with

the rule5 for visual flights (PVP) at safe altitudes and with horizontal

visibility extablished by NPP GA-71 6-496- ep-heleepepa-wih-a-epuis-

Rg-spee4-4ess- haR-2Q-kmh-4pT-24T3. [crossed out in original].

2.8.2. It is permitted to make take-offs and landings at heliports

and sites, including those selected from the air, located at altitudes

up to 4000 m.

2.8.3. Take-off-landing operations and maneuvers at low speeds

near the ground at airfields and sites, located at altitudes higher than

1000 m, are made with at least 93% revolutions of the main rotor for

the purpose of ensuring reserves of pedal control in these modes.

2.8.4. The first flights to a site, selected from the air, are

made with a flight load, determined in accordance with the recommendation

of p. 3.1.4. of this Manual and a reduction by 300 kg; in this case the

flight weight should not exceed 10,500 kg.

12.


